
CELEBRATION CHURCH
FILM LEAD
JOB PROFILE

LOVE 
WHAT
YOU DO.



CONNECTED.
RESULTS-DRIVEN.
BEST IN CLASS.

GROUP ONE39



THE CELEBRATION CHURCH   STORY

In 2000, as Pastors Joe and Lori Champion were praying about 
where to plant a life-giving church, they both heard from the 
Lord, “It is Austin."

Later that year, Pastors Joe and Lori packed up their three 
young boys and moved from Louisiana to Round Rock, Texas. 
The church started in the Round Rock Public library, but quickly 
outgrew capacity and the church moved to the Wingate hotel, 
then a retail space on Chisholm Trail.

Today, Celebration Church has an on-line presence and global 
locations in Texas, Italy, and Africa with additional campuses in 
development. More than twenty years later, we celebrate all that 
God has done and the many lives that have been impacted.

CELEBRATION VISION & MISSION 
Vision & Mission

Celebration church exists to connect people to 
their destiny by connecting them to Christ, the 

Church, and their Calling



CORE   VALUES
+ Christ First: We commit to place Christ at the 

center of our lives in all we do

+ People Are A Big Deal: We ensure every 
person is known, loved, and celebrated

+ Excellence In All Things: We do the best with 
what we have, always looking to improve

+ Everyone Grows: We are always taking our 
next step with Christ and encouraging others 
to do the same

+ We Are Family: We are unified for each other, 
loyal in all times, and unified for a greater cause

JOB SUMMARY
The Film Lead will lead and direct film productions. They 

will oversee direction of workflow and development of 

videos that impact the weekend and weekly presentation 

of Celebration Church and it's campuses. They will also 

manage the staff of the film department.



CANDIDATE                      COMPETENCIES

+ Passion to connect people to the 
local church through creative film 
efforts

+ Strong communication and ability 
to lead a team of creative, skilled 
filmmakers

+ Share the vision of projects

+ Keep multiple high-level projects 
going at the same time, within 
timelines and budget 

PERSONAL PROFILE

+ Team Leader
+ Strategic
+ Project Manager 
+ Collaborator
+ Communicator
+ Developer 



ESSENTIAL DUTIES  & 
RESPONSIBILITES 

+ Review and approve storyboards for minor projects

+ Work alongside Communications Director for large 
projects and associated approvals

+ Supervise and lead direct reports to ensure they are 
developed and supported within their areas

+ Collaborate with ministries to conceptualize, produce, 
and edit videos and marketing pieces in support of the 
vision of Celebration Church across all campuses

+ Creatively inspire the film staff team, while ensuring 
alignment, cohesiveness, and quality of deliverables

+ Create storyboards for video shoots

+ Direct compression, conversions, and archival of 
projects and footage for efficient use of storage and 
cataloging

+ Build treatments alongside the film team for upcoming 
projects 



AUSTIN, TEXAS

Austin is the state capital of Texas, an inland city 
bordering the Hill Country region. Home to the 
University of Texas flagship campus, Austin is 
known for its eclectic live-music scene centered 
around country, blues and rock. Its many parks and 
lakes are popular for hiking, biking, swimming and 
boating. The greater Austin (Pflugerville, Round 
Rock, and Hutto) area is a unique place where 
someone can raise a family while enjoying the perks 
of Austin.  Whether you are single or married with 
kids, the greater Austin area has something for 
everyone! 



We love 
what we do!
Group ONE39 is a transformational recruiting firm and lead-
ership organization. We transform churches and ministries by 
delivering best in class talent and we help leaders increase 
their capacity for growth and reach. We create this transforma-
tion through established propriety interviewing systems, assess-
ments, and simple memorable tools to help leaders understand 
themselves and connect well with others.

Our vision is transformation & our mission is 

Transforming people + organizations

Integrity 

We will be 
the same
in public 
& private.

Generosity

We will give & 
not take.

Fun

We will laugh
hard & often.

Team

We are 
better together.

Simple

Complexity
is the enemy 

of growth.
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